







































































































) ~r ~~h IJ ~~ ~~++~-;~Ei.~~~I V I ~tL;~ Attributive Adjective Group-Compound-~~)~~~1~=."f~-'~~:;~I~U < ll> ()~~~~) ( 5 ) 
R hole-in-the-wall : The lower-ranking rikishi made frequent trips 
to the hole-in-the-wall style laundromats located up the street 
from the stable, staggering under the weight of enormous mo-
unds of clothes. LJQ, (vol.XLI N0.2) Apr.-Jun. '94, p.211 (~ 1) 
I~~~jf~-, ~~i~~~L~¥- ~~p~;~~ a. <<4~~>> ~:~~~'-･-･~~'"E~:tLIC~1;~)] 
R pie-in-the-sky ('pie in the sky'= an unrealistic enterprise or 
prospect of prosperity - MWCDI o ~: ~ 1 ~ noun phrase J~ ~ ~~j~~~) : 
Behavioral economics is more modest in its claims. It won't cure 
the deficit or strengthen the dollar. But by factoring in egotism, 
stubbornness and downright foolishness, it is forcing pie-il~-
the-sky theorists to come to terms with the real world. LNW. 
Apr 24 '95, p.34 (~iCiCf~~~t~"~1. ~~~~~:L~~'~1Ct~~~1)] 
O rat-in-a-maze (<'behave like rats in a maze' r~?~ ~if"* ~ i~O f*'-
~ I*~~~ ~ ~1 1) idromJ~ ~ 7~~~t) : No longer confined to the rat-in-
a-maze feel of the traditional game, Ultra Pinball adds a story 
line to heighten the fun. [NW. Nov. 24, '97, p.11 (~~~~f~/~Et~CD, 
~i~~l) }~~ ~ 6D)] 
R ticket-in*the-drawer: It's easy, for example, to hide poor trades, 
hoping to make up for losses later, a phenomenon known as the 
tichet-ir~-the-drower problem. LNW, March. 13, '95, p.15 ('ticket' 
<<~~~>> LSD. ~~~;O~~~~[]~)~~~i -~ O ~r ~ S[H~ Lec~~~~~~i~ J; ~ f~ ~P~~ L~1 
~~',~~i'**-^CD 4'?~~~~~:~ DA~~ ;~ ) l 
O girl-in-every-port: He banned smoking at company headquarters. 
He complained about the girl-iT~-everyrPOrt infidolities of mana-
gers who spent months in faraway places. LForturte. May 29, 
'95, p.33 (~i'~)~:~~TIC ~~1;~,[~Fsk~;~~)~f~~~] 
b. Prep.= 'of' 
O top-of-the-line: Fujrtsu said rts top of the lu~e AG 1600 model 
( 6 ) ~I~~~~'~- ;F~12~:* (1999) 
would be available later this month for 13 million. LAEN, Aug. 
4 93 p 6 (1~z~~5~:~~l;~~rll~iQCD ; ~c*~c~~~~~cD)]/..., drawing on its power and 
memory to run Windows 95 or other software as smoothly as a 
top-of-the-lir~e PC. [NW, Aug.5, '96, p.53]/A top-of-the-line 
product, VicwStation is usable in offices or conferenco rooms 
with multiple meeting participants. [Forturbe, Feb.16, '98, p.68: 
SIO]/Want a fancy kitchen mixer? A top-of-the-line $225-plus 
big-name model that you've only dared ogle? For you, it's free. 
How about a nice watch or some gold jewelry? LForturte, Sept. 
30, '96, p.154] 
R state-of-the-art (= 'involving or using the latest or most advan-
ced techniques in a field or product' -3rd 13arrthart; 'state of the 
art n r~~~~~~~~~~'~;T l~~=,~"~~~~)c=TLp~b~i ~IJx~~~~7~~J ~ ~1~ noun phrase (~~~T 
noun phr. ~:m~;~) ~~~~~j~~ L1955]. noun phr.CD~J~L}~~j~l910-0E 
,DS) : Fiber-optic cables and state-of-the-art digital switches 
can whiz data, video, and voice transmissions around an office 
in any corporation. LBusiT~ess Week, June 26, '95, p 62 (1~~~~~~~],~~~) 
~~~~~~~t~~fi~~i~'~~'T~if~l ~ It･･*, I~~~~~~~~~~))] /Eventually I find the music room, 
decked out with a state-of the-art Linn sound system. LFortuTLe, 
July 22, '96, p.88]/A few politicians have criticized the club's 
philanthropic endeavors, including a state-of-the-art University 
of Science and Tcchnology, as too lavish. LNW, Sept.28, '92, p. 
27]/... and it (i.e., Germany's Babelsbery Studio) now offers 
state-of-the-art production facilities. LNW, May 13, '96, p.15]/ 
With an $80 million investment, the company built a sparkling 
new mill with state-of-the-art computerized automation. LNW, 
Dec. 9, '96, p.19]/... the capability of state-of-the-art nuclear 













































































































































































) ~ - ~h ') ;~A~;~-'-･"~~~;~J v ~ ~tL;~Att*ibutive Adjective ( 13 ) 
Group-Compound-~(~)~!~~i:~'.･~~**.*.~~l~U < ll> ()~~j~) 
~~1C~~~ ~) ~~j~"~'~) ~ I~~i~ L t~" ~ I~~ ~ ,*~fl~~~)] 
~~t･･*, 'as'~:~~I~lt･-*F~l~U~LI~ 
Contrary to the old Gen-Xers-as-slachers myth, this lot of ten 
works so hard: their jobs become their lives. LFortune. March 
16, '98, p.45 (Xt~jfH~CD;~~~tt*･･~i~it7i~~ l) ~~~: ~¥ ~~~~~)]/... a 
bizarre snapshot of GOP presidcntial hopeful Jack Kernp in a 
classicjoch-as-candidate moment [NW, Dec. 22, '97, p.4 (~~i~~h~~~ 
E~CD4~~~~C~X~~ -t*-~~f~1~) l 
6D J; ~ t~~~~,~l ~U ~~5 ~. 
Type 2 : 'W+conjunction+W' 
(1) <N1-and-N2> ~! (N1 ~:N2i~~;t~-;~ noun) 
Ex. Iife-arrd-death, meat-arrdTPOtatoes, nuts-arrd-bolts, mom-aTid-
pop, rarth-and-file, rough-arrd-tumble, cloah-ar~d-dagger, carrot-
arrd-stich, gloom-and-doom, horse-arid-buggy. ~~, ~~~~i~PIJ. 
(!) Iife-and-death (= 'vitally important as if inbolving life or death' 
- MWCDI o): The reason Is that "firms used to assume much 
more responsibility for training... workers" - which is why 
workers owed thern a life-arid-death loyalty. LNW, March 25, 
'96, p.41 (4t~E~r~~~jt*･･, 4t~ ~)~~~l~~~~~~)) : Iife-or-death ~ ~~¥ 
~ 1 / People need to understand that what may seern like an 
emergency to them... only clogs the lino for real life-arrd-death 
.･. LNW, Nov. 5, '90, p.37j emergencies, 
R flesh-and-blood: Besides, aflesh-arrd-blood man sharing the set 
with Caprioglio would only get in the way of most male viewers' 
dreams. [NW, Nov. 18, '91, p.41 (L~~l~~6D ; ~~IIC~t~:~~1;~)]/Yet 
rarely in those five dizzying years has he been treated as aflesh-
arrd-blood human being. LNW, Jan. 16, '95, p.53] 
( 14) FI'~~~~~,~~~ ~~12~~ (1999) 
O bread-and-butter (= '1. providing a livelihood of basic source of 
income; 2. of or pertaining to basic needs; 3. basic or everyday; 
routine' - RHD): Its bread-arrd-butter business of desktop ap-
plications was being gobbled up by Gates. ~Forbes, July 10, '95, 
p.87(It~+CD. ~t~~O)t,_･~)CD ; ~i~~~;~~}~f~1~~ ; I}ZJ~Lf~-)J/Honda's 
bread-arrd-butter foun-stroke engine has been in production for 
several decades... LFortur~e, Sept. 9, '96, p.32yBut Washington 
is not in a position to lead on basic bread-and-butter issues. LT 
M, Dec. 28, '92, p.29] 
O meat-and-potatoes (= 'fundamental; down-to-earth; basic' - R 
HWCD): For folks on the verge of retiring, a more meat-and-
potatoes bond fund may be appropriate, one that delivers a Mid-
night in the Garden of Good and Evil. LNW, March 7, '94, pp.44-
45 (~;;~(cD, i~~:f~" ; ~~~l~~~~f~". FIF~;A~t~")]/He is athletic but not 
graceful, a meat-arrdTPotatoes player who got ahead by hard 
work... LTM, Feb. 17, '92, p.30] 
(~) cat-and-mouse: American and Saudi pilots spent the prewar 
months running cat-arrd-mouse probes of lraqi radar... LNW, 
Jan 28 '91, p.21 (<'play cat and mouse' r~<~~~~~~~;~~i* (~AIF 
~)) ~i~T~~~~~~~~, l~~*~~Ji~)1~(~~~=~:~ :/;~~i~ ~+~~~J ~:~I ~ idiom 
~･ ~~~~~L)] /He forbade them to make any other cat-and-mouse 
films - until exhibitors demanded more Tom'n' Jerry. [TM, 
June 9, '97, p.48 (t~".~~~~~~~x*LCD ; ~!~~i~~~ef, ;~~eftLi~~~:~ ~ ~1 O f*-
~~i~))] 
O chicken-and-egg (= 'of, relating to, or being a cause-and-effect 
dilemma' -MWCDI o): But the fund has got caught in a chichen-
arrd-egg dispute: Should it be dispensed to help bring down infla-
tion, or as a reward after price increases have subsided? LTM, 
) ~ -~ IJ ;~A~~~-~~l~~1 L I ~tL;~ Attributive Adjective ( 15 ) 
Group-Compound-;~(o~~~~~l~'.'f*=~~f~l~U < ll> (~c~~) 
Apr. 12, '93, p.18(~~~lh~~~j~~t･･*~1, ~i~ ~ ~ ~~:~~t~"~1)]/There 
is, of course, the chicken-al~d-egg question; How many wives of 
successful executives stop working simply because they can af-
ford to. LFortune, Feb. 2, '98, p.73)] (~) 'hen-arrd-egg' ~~ ~~ 
~. ~~H~~~e~l959 LOEDS]. 
R mom-and-pop : Port officials are betting that mom-arrdTPop ex-
porters will become a pillar of California's next surge: [NW, 
Apr. 18, '94, p.37 ()~~~~;~:~~;CD. ~~~~~~~~) ; ~~~'.~t~=, /J~~~I~~~r~-)]/ 
Yesterday's mom-andTPOp operators are giving way to organi-
zed gangs, which siphon off $250 million a year from movie 
studios. LNW, Oct. 28, '96, p.30] 
R Iaw-and-order: For many Americans, the low-arrd-order issue 
is intertwined with unspoken fears about young black men. LNW, 
May 18, '92, p.19 (?~!~~:~~F~~~~:/iJ~~), i~~:IC~~~~~~!~ ~, 7A~~~~~~ 
4~~))] /Gorbachev's low-arrd-order policies.. . LNW, Feb.25, '91, 
p.40] /Last week Singapore's low-arrd-order regime carried out 
another execution [NW, March 27, '95, p.17] 
~ nuts-and-bolts (< noun phr. 'nuts and bolts'= 'the basic work-
ing components or practical aspects' - AHCD. SlaT~g ~~~:~E U~ 
~¥ ~. 3rd Barnhart i~ 'basic or practical' ~~ ~ 1 ~ ~~~Q~CD adjectival 
phr. L~JLLI~1~1952] ~･ ~ noun phr. h~~i~~ tL, ~~d~~~~:1967 ~: UC~ 1 ~) : 
Understanding mathematics' most beautiful results roquires 
both a comfort with rtuts-and-bolts calculation and creative pro-
blem solving. LTM, Sept. 22, '97, p.6 (~~~CA~t~- ; -~~~~~r~-)]/... 
many publications are moving beyond the traditional fare of 
politics, sports and pictures of naked wornen to offer rtuts-and 
bolts information about fashion, fitness, sexual prowess, parent-
ing, even primping. LAEN, Dec. 13, '96, p.5] (?~) 'a nuts-artd-
( 16) ~~~~~~~ ;~}^+12~~ (1999) 
bolts person' ~~ ~ 1 1) ~.~~~fs~] ~: tL;~ 3) 
R rank and flle (r~T~~~i~cD ~~:~~~~) ; T~-~;~~cD ; -~~,*~ll~~J~;~=_ 
CDJ ; noun phr. 'rank and file' cl)~~th{~fl~l598 LRHD] ~:~･t~" ~lir 
~1. ~OD~J~~ ~?~~~~) : Many rarth-aTrd-file saleswomen expressed 
apprehensions that their jobs may gradually be threatened by 
newly hired graduates. LAEN, Apr. 5, '94, p.5 (-~~~C'f~k~~:~~i~~~:)] 
/They (i.e., former BOJ officials) should cut their own pay 
rather than cut the wages of ranh-and-file employees. LAEN, 
Apr. 4, '98, p.5]/. .. many raTth-arrd-file supporters have looked 
to Nelson Mandela for leadership. LNW, Oct. 15, '90, p.39] 
O black-and-white (= 'involving a very clear distinction, without 
any gradation' -AHDI ; r~l~~;~)J ~~1~~:~~~)j~~~IC, r~~~l L~~ 
= ~~ ,=*., ~~~~] cDi~l) ~ ~ Lt J ~~11)**=* ~*~~~) The trouble s that 
"None of your business" represents a kind of black-arrd-white 
retro-reality that won't play anymore. [TM, May 16, '94, p.52] 
/This tiny digital camera by Connectix lets you store blach-
arrd-u)hite stills and video on a Mac. A version that records in 
color and a PC model are in the works. LNW, Nov. 18, '96, p.57] 
/It's a shame that the debate over mathematics education must 
be drawn in such blach-aud-white terms. LTM, Sept. 22, '97, p.6] 
@ cloak-and-dagger (= 'pertaining to, characteristic of, or dealing 
in espionage or intrigue, osp.of a romantic or dramatic kind' -
RHWCD): The cloah-arrd-dagger days are done and gone [AE 
N_, May 29, '97, p.8 (;~/~~~~~~~) ; ~~~;CD ; 7~f~1J~~i~~)) (photo cap-
tion J~ ~ )] 
(~~~)'cloah-and-sword' (r~~~AJi~~~~(cDJ) ~~1~~J~~~~, ~~d:1~~ 
i~l806. -~l~ 'cloah-arrd-dagger' ~))~i~l841 LRHD] . 
~ rough-and-tumble (<noun phr.'rough and tumble'= 'rough dis-
) ~ - ~~ l) ~:A~~~~~~~] L I ~tL ;~Attributive Adjective ( 17 ) 
Group-Compound-~~)~~~{:~".~"-*.*.~~~1~lJ < ll> ()~~~) 
orderly unrestrained fighting or struggling' - MWCDIO; adj. 
phr. ~~ UC~) 'rough-and-tumble' = 'characterized by roughness 
and disregard for order or rules' - AHCD): That rough-and-
tumble marketplace of ideas, for all its problems, is also its 
greatest strength. LNW, Sept. 28, '92, p.55 (~~l;~~r~f~-. )~~~LtL 
f"* ; r~i~iCi~~~1)~~6D)]/In rough-al~d-tumble Baluchistan, an audi-
ence of tribal villagers applauded by shooting their rifles sky-
ward. [NW, July 21, '97, p.5l]/The prospective candidates are 
expecting a rough-arrd-tumble race in the assembly election. [A 
EN, Apr. 18, '93, p.1] 
~ blood-and-thunder (r~;)~~)~~{~L~l~:'It~) ; ~~,f~F~~~r~-J ; noun phr. 
'blood and thunder' r/ ~l ~~?~)?)1~~Lml~:'f'-*JJ~ ~ ~~~~~.) : But time 
also read another message in the blood-arrd-thunder graffiti 
smeared on Jakarta's walls: [TM, Dec. 2 '96, p.46] 
R carrot-and-stick: Foreign financial institutions aren't exactly 
getting shanghaied into Lujiazui; they're getting coaxed with 
carrot-arrd stich incentives. [Fortune, July 22, '96, p.76 (~~5~) ~ 
~~i~), ~~;=~~~~~~i~))] /But a clever carrot-and-stich policy from 
reformist Finance Minister P. Chidambarram promises to turn 
things around. [TM, Jan. 19, '98, p.23]/But South Korean's 
foreign minister, wielding the other half of Seoul's carrot-arrd-
stich policy warned that the communist North would risk inter-
national sanctions if it fails to clear up the issue by the end of 
September. [AEN. Aug. 16, '93, p.3] 
~ nickel-and-dime (= 'designating a store in which articles are 
cheaply priced' - OEDS) 







































































































































































































































( 26) FI~1~?~~~~~ ~~12~S~ (1999) 
R kiss-and-tel[ (= 'revealmg pnvate or confidential matters known 
through personal mtimacy' - 3rd Barrthart (~~:~~CD~~~',~~i'"*~'~~~;S~~= L 
t-*) : "A Princess in Love, " knocked out in five weeks, hits British 
bookstores frorn out of the blue, hiss-aTrd-tell Maj. James Hewitt 
boasts that hc did it with Di. [NW, Oct. 31, '94, p.23] Cf. It gave 
Tripp the idea for her own hiss-arrd-tell. ~ehirrd Closed Doors, it 
was to be called, and it was to cause an earthquake. LTM, Feb. 
2, '98, p.43] (noun phr. ~~ r~;~~~.=;~~J cD~~~~~~:~~L~~1~) 
(?~~)1970~~~~Jthi. verb phr. ~) 'kiss and tell' (= 'to recount one's sex-
ual explorts [OEDS]) i~l695~~i*~~J~)C ~~i~~:tLt*･･. ~tL~' ~ attrib. 
use. ~~~E ~ t*･･* 
O stop-and-search The shrp s nusslon mcludes "stop and search 
actions" and "other unspecified actions, " but not the nght to fire 
on vessels that disobey an order to halt. LNW, Nov. 30, '92, p.14 
(4~?~~~Q~t~:~:~)) : 7~~~) 'action' ~~/~OC, -1)~) noun phr ~~~~~i~L~ 
~¥ ;~ ~:;~;~ C ~: ~~f^~~] 
R hit-and-run: While guerrillas inside Kigali carried out hit-arrd-
rurt attacks on government positions, thousands more bombarded 
the city from positions in the hills to the north. LTM, Apr. 25, 
'94, p.16 (t: y hJL :/ ~5 ~/~~?~6D, ~l~~,~~1~~=~~~~l/~")]/And while Pearl 
Harbor was a hit-arrd-rur~ raid, the Japanese would seize and 
hold the Philippines for tho next years. LTM, Nov. 25, '91, p.21 
(=1~:~~*(~lC~~~~~r*~~T~!~~:~?~;~~~ L~~ I ;~)] /. . . a $5,000 fine over hit-
a~d-ru,1L accident in March 1993 that injured two teenagers play-
ing next door to her horne; LTM, Oct. 2, '95, p.15 (C~~~~ef~))] 
O slash-and-burn: But it was one more sign of Buchanan's talent 
for slash-and-burn campaigning. LNW, Mar. 2, '92, p.27 (7f~~: 
/~~t>t~'~~" L~~~!i~~~ ~ , ~~~~,~m~~~6D)J /The destruction started when 
) ~ - ~h l) ~~~~~'-'"~~~~l L I ~tL ;~Attributive Adjective ( 27 ) 
Group-Compound-;~a)i~~i:~i'='.~~:-~~:;~l~U < ll> ()~?~{~) 
slash-arid-burr~ fires got out of control. [NW, Mar. 30, '98, p.5] 
/ . . . there is the problem that we are often dealing with very 
poor people, especially slash-artd-burn farmers who must be 
educated on the environment first, ... [AEN. Oct. 8, '93, p.9] 
R cut-and=Paste; c[ip-and-paste(~i~) ~ ~, r~ ~: I~~: ~~ ~ L ~~t*･･J, 
r~J~~~~ ~)J ; r~D~~:~~~~~~{;~~='~:Ut･･,_J CD~~~:~:~~, 'scbssors arrd 
paste' ~: ~~~) : Tired of those harrowing last-minute cut-and-
paste sessions that have marked nearly all his major addresses, 
Clinton's aides met with the President before Christmas to dis-
cuss a couple of broad themes for the occasron "renewal" and 
"contmmty >' [TM Feb. 7, '94, p.14]/The Rev. Jarnes B Slmp 
son is no clip-aTrd-paste anthologist. LAEN, Aug. 3, '97, p.8 l 
(~~~:) 'cut-aridTPaste' CD~Jd~~l~j~l953 LMWCDI o] , 'scissors-arrdTPaste' 
CD~~l~~ ~/jJ~Ltf< 1902 LWNCD9]. 
. . . the fact that kids can win prizes from the R bait-and-switch: 
"Look Locker" for answering just adds to the bait-and-switch 
sleaziness. LTM May 13 96 p 56 (~5 ~ ~~~~~~~Z5~6D ~lH~~~I~ 
1965 LRHD; 3rd 13arrthart])] / "You can't use bait-arrd-switch 
approach and expect to have a sustainable relationship." [For-
tur~e, May 29, '95, p.12] 
~ fire-and-forget5) : The Pentagon is still struggling to perfect a 
radar-guided, "fire-arrd-forget" missile called the AMRA_AM 
that has been in development for more than a decade LNW 
Feb. 18, '91, p.21 (<<~:~:F~]-'=;~>>~i~~~'f~~' ~~iA~iC~~~~~~E*~:~~~D ' ~~:~~U L, 
t~~i~ ･ ~~:~~H~~:~~f ~) O i~t~- U~))] 
R cease-and-desist: The magazine, called Urban Desires, has com-
plied with Mattel's cease-and-desist order and has rendered all 


























































(30 ) el~~f~~-~!~,~~ ~i~12~* (1999) 
(3) <Adj./V(=ed)-and-Adj.> ~~ 
Ex. rough-aTid-tough, quich-and-easy, high-aTrd-mighty, tried-
arrd-true, ~. 
O rough-and-tough (< 'rough and tough' r~'7~~~:~~t~.", ~~~l~t~L"J) : Clin 
ton fmally said "People " then launched mto a favonte story 
about a rough-arrd-tough logger at a McDonald's who told her 
"don't forget the little people. " 
R quick-and-easy: As fall slowly rolls in it's always good to have 
a handful of quich-arid-easy soup recipes to choose from. They 
are perfect for late-night meals or as a healthy appetizer. LJT, 
Oct. 30, '95, p.14 (~~~n~U~LiC, {~~~eC4~tL~))] 
R straight-and-Ievel; But if you do... you hit the panic button, and 
it goes into straight-arrd-level flight with the absolute minimum 
10ss of altitude. LTM, Nov. 25, '91, p.45 (rn~:U~L'!~7~ ･ 7~lFi (~~r~:]CD)J 
~:~~?) l 
(~~~)WNCD9~C, ~cD~JcD~~~l~U~~~~~; ('100p' - p.705). 
O fast-and-flashy: ... Tory Prime Minister John Major aims to 
overtake fast-aridlflashy New Labor leader Tony Blair at the 
finish line. LTM, Apr. 4, '97, p.13 (r~~~~~~~~~i~E~~t~" - ;~ ~J-;~:-~ 
~~~~t~"J. Ma]or ~/'f~,'.*(~:~t~~)~H~)I 
O bright-and-shiny: When you hit the middle age, the real world 
doesn't have the bright-and-shirty connotations of limitloss pos-
sibilities, free-wheeling adventure and romance without end. LJ 
T, July 2, '95, p.10 (~ j~~)~1{~~~~ IC;t~~~:< )] 
O sweet-and-sour: Tips from the council's kitchen: garlic fish, 
su)eet-arrd-sour garlic and garlic liquor. [NW, Dec. 9, '96, p.6 
(~r~~~1) i~~ 1)] /There is throughout the account the sweet-and-




























( 32 ) ~l~~~~~~ ~i~12~~ (1999) 
p.5 (= 'intermittent' : r~~~~~~~lf~L~J)] /Bosnian Muslim Foreign 
Minister Haris Silajdzic conveyod a 24-hour deadline ultimaturn 
carlier Wednesday in on arrd-off talks that the Serbs and Croats 
left after lzeltbegovic boycotted them. LAEN, Aug. 5, '93, p.1] 
R down-and-out (= 'lacking funds, resources, or prospects; incapa-
citated; prostrate' - AHCD): Some (Yakuza-related firms) are 
reportedly preying on down-arrd-out developers by squatting in 
their buildings and refusing to leave without payoffs, ... [TM, 
Feb. 19, '96, p.15(~!:-)~CD, "~~~~)<~~tLJ~~Cf"*)]/... Dustin Hoffman 
played down arrd out "Ratso" Rizzo in Midnight Cowboy, 
[Fortur~e, June 24, '96, p.75]/As a dowl~-arrd-out value player, 
Fentin is likely to move the fund into positions far earlier than 
other managers. LFortuT~e, Sept. 30, '96, p.142] 
~tL~~~~t~tLt,_･･~~j~L~--'"-~~~jC: 'dowl~-arrd-outer' (~'>~~/~i~~~) ~~~~);~. 
R back-and-forth: Two of them would make it a heart-poundingly 
close, bach-and-forth contest the whole day. [TM, Mar. 7, '94, 
p.50 (~/-y-~f-~ICf~~~_~~~l~;~)] 
O up-and-down: If you have one hair-rising up-and-dowrt day, the 
next day is better, isn't it? [TM, June 9, '97, p.39 (z~'~~~~i~)~~1, 
(~) hard-and-fast (= 'strongly binding; not to be set aside or viola-
ted' - RHWCD): One initiative would institute hard-alrd-fast 
no fault auto insurance... in a state with $2.5 billion a year in 
a~nual litigation costs... LForbes, Feb. 12, '96, p.47 (~~-~~ IC~~:~: 
f~'- ; ~~E,,.~~~:LL{~t~"~1)] 
O out-and-out (= 'cornplete; thoroughgoing' - AHCD): Others 
(i.e., other spies) have been out-arrd-out frauds. LNW, June 14, 
'93, p.24(~ < ~), ~ti~;~t･･* ;~)] /. .. a product demo that then bloom-
) ~ - ~h l; ;~J~~~;~I-'-"~l~~1 ~ ¥ ~tL;~ Attributive Adjective ( 33 ) 
Group-Compound-;~~)~~~~~:~=.",.~~_~~~~l~U <ll> ()~~{~) 
ed mto out and out devotron, ... [TM, July 13, '98, p.56] 
(5) <W1-and-W2> ~! (~~^* I , ~~~ 21~i~~i~~:CDrl]~Q~~~~~~;t~-;~~~~F3i~~) 
(~) up-and-coming (= 'a. U.S. Active, alert, wide-awake, energetic. 
b. Prornising, making progress, beginning to achieve success.' 
- OEDS) 
(?S~)a.~) predicative use 6D~l~{~~j~1889~Z~) ;~~~, attrib. use I~l946. 
-~1~b.cD~~~~~~~) attnb. use I~l926~~ LC~I ;~. ~i~~~i~ r~~i~~~~~~t~-, ~~r~f~f' 
~;'i~~~)~5 ~ ; .**.1~AD'J'~ ; /~ UC~:C~¥~J* ='^. ~h+-
That goes doubly for up-al~d-comir~g "dragons" Iike Vietnam, 
where the gap between rich and poor may one day be a source of 
great social friction. [NW, Nov. 20, '95, p.27]/Let's say you're 
up-arrd-coming CEO - young, techno-savvy, wired. You've put 
PCs on every desktop in your srnall but fast-growing cornpany. 
[NW, Feb. 27, '95, p.24] 
R down-and-dirty (= 'l: Unvarnished; 2: made or done hastily: not 
revised or polished; 3: marked by fierce competition; 4: bawdy; 
5: seedy' - MWCDI o ; RHWCDi~~Jd~I~l;~: [1985- 90] ~: LC~ I ;~) : 
Another breed, the dowa-and-dirty soldiers who would be... [N 
W, Feb. 18, '91, p.15]/... the newly elected Wilson managed to 
pass a bold budget in a down-and-dirty legislative battler earlier 
this year. LTM, Nov. 18, '9l] 
R one-and-only: But the question that was raised after his one-alrd-
only title defense - a first-round knockout against Michael Do-
kes in February - continues to linger as he prepares for Fergu-
son: [AEN, May 23, '93, p.12; 'only' r[l~~~t~'-~¥. ~f~-~~;Il~)J 6D 
~~~~~~1"~ L~; one's one-arid-ordy ~~{~~~)tL~] 
~) cash-and-carry (= 'sold or provided for cash and usu wrthout 
(34) ~l~~~~~~- ~~:12~~"' (1999) 
delivering service' - WNCD9): But he (i.e., Clinton) might just 
as well have been doscribing his own roots in Arkansas' cash-
aTrd-carry politics, a "culture" that Clinton brought with him to 
Washington... [TM, Feb. 24, '97, p 18 (~~~:<i~t~~l~~i~~)J*f~r~ ~ I~:~l] 
cD, ~E;~f~ U~~~~:~~~~~~l~)) - - ~~~~--'"~'--~fr~~l~:~)~~Lx'~'~*~(Z)~~~ ~[ ~~) ; ~~ 
'f~~~~lC1) ~ I ~~!~~C ~ ¥ ;~ l 
(6) <N1-0r-N2> ~: (N1, N2l~~~}t~-;~ noun) 
O Iife-or-death: The statistic is staggering, but cold numbers can 
numb awareness of the life-or-death battles often fought in lone-
ly silence by those struggling with the disease (i.e., breast can-
cer). LTM, Apr. 3, '95, p.59 (~k~ ;~~~~t:~~,~~6D, ~ipE~~~~cjf*-) ; 
'life-arrd-death' ~: ~i~~] /On either side of the barncades across 
which supporters and opponents of President Boris Yeltsin hurl 
their insults, it is a life-or-death struggle. LAEN, Apr. 24, '93, 
p.1] 
R yes-or-no: One of tho ideas that holds probability theory together 
is that it is possible to understand the odds of an enormously 
complex event as a series of yes-or-rLo questions. [TM, Dec. 29, 
'97, p.39] 
R al l-or-nothing: Yeltsin's all-or-nothing gamble could decide the 
future of Russian politics.. . ~AEN, Sept. 22, '93, p.1] 
(7) <V1-0r-V2> ~y: (VI ~V2i~~;t~-~ verb) 
Ex. do-or-die, mahe-or-break, hit-or-miss, tahe-or-pay; hill-or-
be-hilled. ~i~;~.CD~~i~~~~tL~~1;~. 
a) do-or-die: The automotive industry faces a do-or-die question: 



























































) ~ -~h IJ ;~~~~~~'-'"~~~~Q L I ~tL ;~Attributive Adjective ( 37 ) 
Groirp-Compound-;~~)~~~~~:~_'=.'~~-*~~~l~U <ll> ()~~~) 
)~ '~~.' ~i~~)~47P~:;1~;~n:I~l]}C 'dead-or-alive' ~~~~5~~~, ~~~~Z~ 
;~. 
Type 3 : 'Preposition+NP' (~:~) NP (= the+N) 
<Prep.-the-N> ~~: (prep.: across, behind, bellow, in, off, on, 
(a)round, under, over, by, down, inside, outside, against. ~~, prep. 
Ex. across-the-board; behirrd-the-scer~es; in;-your-face; off-the-
booh, off-the-wall; on-the-edge; (aJrourid-the-cloch; urrder-the-table; 
over-the-hill; over-the-top; by-the-rules; dowr~-the-lirte, ~i~, ~~~:IC 
a. Prep.= 'across'/b. 'behind'/c. 'below'/d. 'in'/e. 'off' 
(a) across-the-board : An across-the-board cut in subsidies, either in 
terms of the total spent or the number of projects involved, will 
not result in a sharp cut in public works projects; LAEN, May 
22, '97, P.8(~OEy:~~~~t~- ; ~~~~~~t~", -'4~CD)]/Gone is the party that 
favored unilateral nuclear disarmament and an across-the-board 
nationalization of British industry. LNW, Oct. 15, '90, p.22] 
(b) behind-the-scenes: The behirrd=the-scertes labor involved in pro-
ducing this publication is the two editors working all night for 
10 days in a Kyoto hotel room. LAEN, Dec. 7, '97, p.1 (~~',~i'-~~"'~) ; 
~i~c~) ; ~~~i~~~6D)] /A behirrd-the-scenes account of the campaign 
that toppled a president and ended the Republican reign. LNW, 
Nov. 16, '96, p.24] 
(c) blow-the-belly: One popular weekly reported sordid tales from 
Tokyo hostess about "below-the-belly entertainrnent, " including 
unusual sexual prowess of "a very famous MOF offrcral" and sor 




























































(40 ) rl~~Y~~,*~~ ~~12~~ (1999) 
i~U.S. Slarbg. ~~~~-'-･'-'"EL~~¥;~] 
f. Prep. = 'on'/g. '(a)round'/h. 'under'/i. 'over'/j. 'by' 
(f) O on-the-edge (< 'on-the-edge' =1. On a precarious position. 2. 
In a state of keen excitement, as from risk - AHCD): Picture 
their frustration flying with daring, 01~-the-edge dealmakers like 
Checchi and Wilson. LFortune. June 24, '96, p.50(~!~~~= Lf"*, ~~~~~t~~~ U 
t･･*, ~i l) ~ i) Lt*･･)]/1 prefer to put every second of free time into 
rollicking, on-the-edge, nobody-will-believe-this use. In other 
words, I play hard too. LFortur~e, Sept. 30, '96, p.158] 
R on-the-spot: Starting in June, the agency plans to assign a 
person... to engage exclusively in making ovt-the-spot inspecta-
tions of pet shops. LAEN, Fob. 19, '93, p.5 (~~~:~~~l~6D, ~~~tit~~))]/ 
In addition, on-the-spot investigations could be conducted with 
the consent of the roligious organizations involved. LJT, Oct. 26, 
'95, p.20] 
R on-the-money: Here's an abridged version of Andy's 22-year-
old article, which contains some amazingly on-the-money calls, 
with comment and updates added in bold type. [Fortune, Apr. 
27, '98, p.121; < idiom~) ort the money (= 'Exact; precise' - AH 
CD) ~CEkl~:. ~~~PiC~;~*1~?'='"~~~l*~ L~~)~"--･'-'"E~i~f~- U.] 
O on-the-record: No senior FAA official would agree to an 01~-
the-record interview about the situation, ... [AEN, Dec. 20, '96, 
p.~(/J~:¥~~~cD, /~;¥~i~ L~ J~ ~ I (~ ~ 1 ~ ~~~f;~4~~) ; on;-record ~ m~~ ~ ~ ~ Z~ ;~)] 
/ . . . the sort of on-the-record kiss-and-tell that tab TV would 
die for. [NW. Apr. 3, '95, p.5l] 
(~) on-the-job; Why? In part, at least, because of a dedication to 
ort-the~job training and over advancing skills. LTM, Feb. 7, '94, 
) ~ = ~h l) ;~A~~~~'"~~~~~I ~ I ~tL ;~ Attributive Ad jective ( 41 ) 
Group-Compound-~i~)i~~~~:~.･=.'~~*,*~~~1~U <ll> ()~~i~) 
p.34 (~;~~~~El~~~), ~~~l~), f~~:~l~))]/... a massive data bank on 
workers who have reported on-theTjob injuries. [TM, Nov. Il, 
'91, p.32] 
(~) on-the-ground: Myers reenergized the company by slashing 
costs by $145 million, encouraging 01~-the-ground dialogues be-
tween executives and customers, ... LFortune, Mar. 2, '98, p.53 
(~~~:~~~l~~~) ? ) ; ~{;d~ L~~:~ L~f~~~~~~~:tLC~¥t~~~l] 
~ on-the-go: ... and The Runway Bar on level 6, where on-the-
go travelers can grab a quick snack. LNW, Oct. 26, '98, Special 
Section (pp.30-35) ~)~-'.-.'-'.~~: ; <0n the go (= 'very busy; active; while 
traveling' - RHD) J~ ~ ?~j~L~] 
~r~)/~l, on-the-road, on-the-cuff, 01~-the-scene CD~1~ll~~E~~'-･'--'-･"~~CZ~) ;~. 
(g) (a)round-the-clock (= 'being in effect, continuing, or lasting 24 
hours a day: CONSTANT' - RHD): Broadcast news anchors, 
who have to cram the world into 90-second packages, covet CN 
N's arourrd-the-cloch airtime. [Forturte, July 8, '96, p.76]/On 
Friday Clinton ordered a rourid-the-cloch airlift of food, water 
and medicine and dispatched the first of what could soon be up 
to 4,000 soldiers to distribute it throughout the border regions. 
[TM, Aug. 1, '94, p.17] 
(?~~) WNCD9 I~ 'round-the-cloch', 'around-the-cloch' ~)~ld:I~~~: ~ 
tL~~tL ca.1937, 1943~~ LC~ I ;~. 
~~~Ji~)i~~¥, a 12-year rourid-the-globe study LAEN, Feb. 27, '96, 
p.1], on 80-day, around-the-world odyssey LTM, June 2, '97, p.13], 
the Vendee Globe roulrd-the-world solo yacht race [AEN, Jan.7, '97, 
P.1] t~- ~i~) i~~~ IC~~:~'~~f'~/"~) Round-world balloon bid aborted (~~;d~ L) 
[AEN, Jan. 13, '97, p.2] ~)J; ~ t~~,~l~U~~~~~:~tL~~¥~. 
(h) (Dunder-the-table: There's a misguided tendency to blame the 
( 42 ) ~I~~~~~~~ ~~12~~ (1999) 
MOF for overy urrder-the-table deal - as if other power ccnters 
are progressive. [NW, Mar. 30, '98, p.16(F~I~i'~' 'CD, 4~~~))] /Geor-
ge Graham was dismissed for allegedly taking on urider-the-
table payment from a player's agent. [AEN, Apr. 14, '95, p.14] 
(~~i) 'urider-the-table contributions' (~ ~ ~~~:~) ~) ~~ ~ ~c, ~;fl ~ tL~ . 
R under-the-counter (< 'under the counter' ~: ~¥ ~ adv. phr. IC~l 
~;.) Cf. In the 19th century, photography gave us historic images 
- pictures of Abraham Lincoln - and naughty photographs, 
sold urrder the coul~ter. LTM, May 1995 Special Issue, p.44 (F~l~7 
~~. ~~~~ ~:, ~~~~~) ; ~tLi~adv. usecD~fl~U] 
(i) CD over-the-hil[ (= '1. Past one's prime; 2. advanced in age' -
WNCD9 r)1~~~~)~~~~:~~~t_, an~~,~~~Lt,-*, ~~~~cD):And when 
Fry's over-the-hill hero yearns for a young woman with "breasts 
that stand up like begging dogs," we sense the possibilities of 
Wodehousian surrealism in an age of indecency. LNW, Mar. 27, 
'95, p.54]/Why does your paper persist in publishing so-called 
news on over-the-hill has-been politician like Noboru Takeshita? 
LAEN, July 23, '93, p.8] 
R over-the-top (< 'over the top'= '1. Surpassing a goal or quo-
ta. 2. Over the breastwork, as an attack in trench warfare.' -
AHCD ; r~~r+~L~~L~]~~~~~~t,-*, -F~;~~:~~~!~Uf*"J cD~~~~･~, r~i~'l) 
~¥, ~i~~~~Ft~-, ~r/~~1 ; ~/tJ~~t~"~¥, ~,~~b<~)~bt~-J ~~)~~~l~~~: 
~)tL;~.) : But lately the over-the-top gesturo is usurping the real 
thing. [TM, Apr. 25, '94]/Long Wolf traded in his battle cry for 
over-the-top histrionics at a stunt-filled variety show. L TM, Oct. 
13, '97, p.17]/Mugler's glitzy, over-the-top show was dated be-
fore the crowd found its way out of the circus. [TM, Apr. 17, '95, 
P 49] (7EE) 1~ ~: /~ ~~ cD~~~PI*;~H~ L~L~: LC~) ~~i~t~ U. t* f*MWCDI o "" 
) ~r ~ ~h I) ;~:J~~~1='-'"~~f~ L I ~tL~ Attributive Adiective ( 43 ) 
Group-Compound-~r(z)~~~~l~'.'~*_~~:;~l~lJ <ll> ()~?~~) 
~~ej j~ 'over-the-top' (= 'extremely or excessively flamboyant or 
outrageous' L1985~JH~] ~~~~~'･-･--'-'"ELC~1~. 
R over-the-edge6) (< 'over the edge' r~~~~~!~iC:t~'~ O C, ~~~~~.tL~J 
~~ cD~~~1* ~;~LLI U~i~c UCcD~'~'-'-'.E~~t~L- U*) : (Oliver) Jones has the ". 
versatility to shift easily from violent and over-the-edge chara-
cters to restrained, ordinary, even warm guys in leading and 
supporting roles. LAEN, Sept. 22, '93, p.14] (~i)'go over (or off) 
the edge' ~~ ~1 ~ verb. idiom~~~j~ ;~* 
~) over-the-shoulder: For those buyers who actually care to play 
with it, the ball is regulation-size and comes with a strappy 
leather over-the-shoulder carrying bag. LNW, May 25, '98, p.6 
(~~~'t~~ e j ~) ) J 
Rover-the-counter(r-~:tffF~ii~) ~~~~~) ~~3t~6D ~~f~~~~J~:=cDJ 
~ cD~;~~*A~"~~~'~~~~~j~~~~i~ec:4~:~~J ~: tLC~¥ ;~) : New over the counter medl 
cines which have been made easier to take are increasing in 
number. LAEN, Oct. 3, '95, p.5]/JAFCO has 100 billion yen in 
capital and we are listed on the over-the-couT~ter market. [AEN, 
Mar. 2, '98, p.5]/That company just announced that it is mov-
ing from the over-the-counter market to the Nasdaq system: Na-
scar joins Nasdaq. LFortune, Oct. 14, '96, p.16l] 
~) O by-the-ru[es (< 'by rule' ~･ ~?ri~~~ Lf*"~J~:~!*.~)tL;~. r~~~~~~~1 
~), ~~~U~:i~{~f･*'~F~~)J CD~:~~~･ ?) : While Kingsley does his best 
with his by-the-rules government man, he and Molina look out 
of place in what is essentially a souped-up B movie. LAEN, Nov. 
23, '95, p.10] (?j~)~~di U-'"~'-~~"ICi~t~-~1. 
R by-the-numbers (< 'by the numbers' = '1. in unison to a spe-
cific count or cadence. 2. in a systematic, routine, or mechanical 



















































































) ~ -~h IJ ~~~~~~;~:"~~~Q ~ I ~tL ~ Attributive Adjective ( 47 ) 
Group-Compound-~~cl)~~~{:~.'='.~~'*,*~~~f~l~U < ll> ()~~~:) 
eight companies they accused of emitting polluting substances. 
R out-of-work: Even so, with the jobless rate at 80%, he must sup-
port out-of-worh relatives on a tiny salary. [TM, Jan. 11, '93, p. 
32 (~~~{~~~CD)] 
O out-of-shape: But the issue of out-of shape or overweight troops 
(i.e., U.S. soldiers, sailors, airmen and marines) is serious 
enough to spur some of its senior strategists into action. LAEN, 
Mar. 20, '98, p.12 (f~1~~~~Ot･･* ; /~l~~~~~)~~~1)] 
R out-of-wedlock: The right was obsessed with crime, out-of-u)ed-
loch births and the "responsibility" of the underclass; LNW, 
June 1, '98, p.28 (~~~~~))]/He rejects... the conservative focus 
on out-of-wedloch births and criminal behavior. [AEN, Aug. 17, 
'93, p.9] 
R out-of-tolerance: The advantage is that slight dimensional mean-
derings can be identified and corrected before any out-of-toler-
ance bodies get built. LFortune, Feb. 16, '98, p.58 (Ll~~~~~:)~] -"~'-'~-･-'~~~*'~ 
~N~~L6D)] 
@ out-of-pocket: If they can reduce out-ofTPochet costs - and they 
can in print - yet maintain the efficiency of TV, they're going 
to. [Fortune, July 8, '96, p.15 (~~~l~~~~A~¥~) ; ~~P~). ~~{~CD ; ~~~~ 
~)f~~~¥)] /... out-of-pochet expenses that eat into salaries. .. [AE 
N, Apr. 5, '94, p.1] 
R out-of-place: In the front, where the driver should be, is hulking 
metal contraption that looks like an out-of-place engine part. LT 
M, Nov. 4, '96, p.52 (Z~);~~~~~~~'F~~'~~flCf~~~¥ ; ;~CDt~~E~jC;~ ~~)t~"L1) J 
R out-of-sync: . . . out-of-syrtc audio rerniniscent of low-rent karate 
movies. LFortur~e, July 10, '95, p.128 (~i~~tL(D : ~};~r~c~~iU~il/~~~~~l~1 
LC~lt~*~1)] 
( 48) ~l~~*~~-*+>*~~ ~~~12-". (1999) 
R out-of-hours: The number of out-of-hours calls taken by GPS 
has doubled over the past decade. LThe Economist, Apr. 11, '98, 
P 27 (~~~~{~ -~~~:~ ~1J~5ti~cR~~~~~CD)] ~~u~L"-~'--~t~" L. 
R out-of-mind: People don't go to Vegas for a Sondheim musical. 
Vegas shows are zrppy, out-of-mind exporiences aimed at vaca-
tioners of all classes and countries. LTM, Apr. 24, '95, p.58 (~~ 
H~iIC~:~~~~J;~t~", ~l~~~~~tL~:H~~)] 
O out-of-control: By the time he was 19, it had becorne a completely 
out-of-control addiction. LAEN, Aug. 20, '93, p.3 (~f]~UH~~:f~-~1, 
~U U~JtL f~~ ~ 1)] 
~~~Ji, out-of ~t~~E'J~)~~:A~-.---'~:CD4~:F~J~ll~i,~',~A)[ Uf*"~~, ~tL~9~~~~1~i*~ out of r! ~* 
sight (=Slang: 'wonderful' ) , out-of-date, out-of-season, out-of-towr~, 
out-of-state, out-of-harrds, ~~~CD~JfiU~~~~'"=~iC~5~. 7~~IC 
R not-for-profit8) (= 'U.S. not formed to make profit; nonprofit' -
3rd 1~arrthart ; ~J ~L} ~F 1966) : Together, the two not-for-profit 
groups seek to learn about, document and disseminate equality-
based approaches, techniques and tools that have proven effec-
tive... LFortune, Sept. 9, '96, p.110- (~~;~k~:~U~Jt~~)] /Intelligent 
transport systems also have a not-forlprofit side. LThe Econo-
mist, Sept. 5, '98, 'A Survey'(p.21)] 
R Iate-in-life: Bennett's appeal is rooted in a combative Brooklyn, 
New York childhood, a classical education (Ph. D. in philoso-
phy), Iate-irt-life experiences as a husband and as the father of 
two young boys and... LTM, June 17, '96, p.45 ('f~~' fFICt~~OC~). 
B~t~l~~))] /Many doctors disapprove of late-ir~-lLfe pregnancies 
because of serious health risks to mother and child. LTM, Jan. 






























(50) ~Jr~~~~~~ ~~~12~* (1999) 
O back-against-the-wal I : Earle's (i.e. . Steve Earle's) incorrigibility 
has always been his charm and his downfall. Ho has a perennial 
bach-against-the-wall complex: he comes out shooting, even 
when there's nothing to shoot at. It's a theme that runs through 
his music. [NW, Apr. 17, '95, p.55 (;~:~I~~~)~tLt*･･, ~c- ~ ~~r -
~ ~~¥~･f~-~1)J ~cD~J~:;~tk} L~;~: L~~~~~~IC~¥~~~~:I~t~-~1. 'have 
ono's back to Lor against] the wall' ~ ~¥ ~ verb. phr. ~~ ~~i~~~~tL 
t*･･~,FEI*,~)tL~ (r~~~~;~~)~ ;~ i~:~l~~~) ~tL~J ~~I 1)~~y~~:~~:~~V) ' ~~ ~t-*, ~~tL~~ ~ 'with one's back against the wall'(r~~~~iC~~~~J) 
~~~11) adv phr ~･~~~tL -tL~)cD~~~~~:~･~ 'bach-agairtst-the-wall' 
~: ~ 1 ~ attrib, adj. group-compound ~~~~j~~t Lt*･･ ~:;~i~J;~ 1. 
O down-on-one's-luck (< 'down on one's luck' = 'in a period of ill 
fortune' - NSO; 'in unfortunate circumstances; unlucky' - RH 
WCD): On occasion, smaller or down-ort-their-luch stables may 
be forced to move away from Tokyo to take advantage of cheaper 
land prices, but... LJQ, vol.XLI, N0.2, Apr.-Jun., '94, p.210 (~:~ 
~] ~ ~)~~ ¥ 7~;~~).~.tLf*-)] / " a dowr~-on-her-luch girl who falls in 
10ve with Keanu Reeves in Feeling Minnesota;" LAEN, Jan. 15, 
'98, p.12] 
O down-at-the-heels (= '1. Having one's shoe heels worn down. 2. 
Shabby; rundown; poor' - AHCD): Which is the real Tijuana: 
The down-at-the=heels den of vicious drug lords? Or the prosper-
ous high-tech outpost? And which will prevail? (;~H~ L)/What 
police began uncovering at the Oxford Apartments, in a dou)rt-
at-heels section of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Iast week seemed nei-
ther more nor less appalling than most such wholesale killings. 
LNW, Aug. 5, '91, p.46 (~~i~~~L~1, ~ ~.~~tLt-*, /~~Lt~~1)] 
(~~~) ~~)~~l~~~~~i~jj~~~ adv. phr. IC~l*LI~~1;~ the ~ ~im~;~,tL~ ~ 
) ~ - ~h i) ;~~~~~~~~~1~~1 L I ~ tL;~ Attributive Adjective ( 51 ) 
Group-Compound-;~(1)~~~1~i'=.'f~**~~~~J~U < ll> (~~?~{~) 
down-at-heel ~ t~- ;~ ~ ~ ~ Z~ ~. 
O down-to-the-wire9) (< Adv. phr. 'down to the wire' = 'to the last 
minute; to the very end' - AHDI): Perot threatened to make it 
a down-to-the-wire race and Bush lit mto Clmton on a whistle 
stop tour. LNW, Nov. 2 92 p 27 (~~~~l~~*'f~~< ~) 4LlrJiejj*~~~~~ 
t*･･, ~~;~¥~~~jCA~f"*)] 
R out-of-the-way (= '1. remote from much-traveled, frequented, 
or populous regions; secluded. 2. unusual. 3. improper' -RHD) : 
The globalization of world markets and sorne far-sighted invest-
ment in telecommunications means lreland's out-of-the-way lo-
cation is now relevant. LNW, Dec. 23, '96, p.24] 
(?~E)OED}~ adv. phr. iC:~El~:~~) attrib. use ~ LC I ~)=**,* ~~1~~i~l797 
~f~, 2 Cl)j~~~~~i~l704~~~)~l~U~~~tL~stL~lH~~FCD ~CD~~ LC~;LC~1;~. 
O ahead-of-its-time: .. . it is also arguably one of the most original, 
ahead-of-its-time comedies of the last decade. [NW, Apr. 29, '96, 
p.53 (B~fl~eCbtAJ~t*-)] 
~) once-in-a-century: The Bordeaux wine harvest began Monday 
more than a month earlier than usual, a once-irt-a-century event, 
that could yield 1997 vintage wines of exceptionally good quality, 
growers said monday. LAEN, Aug. 19, '97, p.2 (~Si~~IC-~~~))] 
~ once-in-a-hundred-years: Other cities, which have a lot of sight-
seeing ships, have long had protective walls for or~ce-in-a-hun-
dred-years floods and suffered little damage. [AEN, Oct. 8, '93, 
p.9] 
~ once-in-a-lifetime: Participants and opponents alike say the 
French student revolt was a once-irt-a-lifetime experience, a 
point made very clear by the Socialists' spectacular loss in March. 




























~; ~ - ~h IJ ;~A~~~~'~~~~~~l L + ~ tL;~ Attributive Adjective ( 53 ) 
Group-Compound-~icl)~;~~~~1~."~~*~~~1~U < ll> (~~?~) 
James Q. Crowe, who predicts that in the not-so-distarLt future the 
entire infrastructure of voice telecommunications will move to the 
Internet. LNW, May 13, '96, p.40(~i!~~ ~~< t~"~¥)]/. .. it (i.e., the Seoul 
government) heavily subsidized the construction of the systom's 
fiber-optic network in the hopes that it will become the backbone of 
South Korea's Information Highway in the r~ot-so-distant future. 
[NW, Mar. 13, '95, p.22]/In the r~ot-too-dista/~t future, we're going 
LNW, June 29, '92, p.22]/It to have conditions like in America, . . .
begged for a humor that evokes nostalgia and distress, and Bennett 
became its not-quite-lyric poet: the bard of the drab. [TM, Feb. 27, 
'95, p.50 (~)~ ~~(,f~F~~~~~ I~~i~~t~~V1)] /Behind such a flinty assess-
ment lies the memory of the Pentagon's all-too-recent nightmare 
in Sornalia. LNW, Apr. 18, '94, p.21("*~ < l~:*~:~t6D)]/From Academy 
president Arthur Hiller's none-too-sr~appy plea for arts funding up 
to the inevitable victories by best actor Tom Hanks and... LNW, 
Apr. 10, '95, p.52 (~)~ ~ ~i~~ < ~~l) f*- ~: i~~~~t~L~~1)]/He also left 
the ball in William's rtot-alu)ays-reliable left hand, and that's what 
scared him. LAEN, Oct. 8, '93, p.12 (~~f~- ~~~L ~f-='--･~'-'"~ldll~:t~L~~1)]/ 
Not-So-Smart U.S. Intelligence LNW, Mar. 7, '94, p.13 (;~L~i L)] 
~~):Jl~)}~~･, by-now-familiar, way-too-harrdsome, somewhat-too-
sartguil~e t~'~ ~i~:F~I ~ I t*･･,Fl~U~~l~~FiC ~5 ;~ . 
(2) <Adv. + Adv. + V(-ed)> ~~: 
Pathfinder's success, from its T~ever-before-attempted landing on 
17-foot airbags through the first-ever mobile exploration of another 
world, shows that the right stuff can be bought for a supersaver 
fare. LNW, July 21, '97, p.44 (~tL~~~=L~~~~~~t*･･ ~ ~~~~t~-~1)]/ 
That's one way to explain last week's not-so-veiled criticism of 
( 54) ~l~l~?~-~~ ~~12~~ (1999) 
China's paramount leader. LNW, May 22, '95, p.34 (~･f~- ~ ~~h･~~: 
~~t~")J (~i)'veiled' ~i adj. ~~;~4~~~. ~ ~~ ~l~T. /Ever since the show, 
which includes 200 rtever-before-seen sketchbooks, opened in De-
cember, it has broken attendance records. LTM, Feb. 27, '95, p.54] 
Type 6 : 'Adjective/Verb(-ed) + preposition + N P' 
(1) <Adj./V(-ed) - Prep. - N> ~~ 
Ex. free-for-all, hor~est-to-goodness, soft-on-defense, hard-of-hear-
ir~g, tough-as-bullets, true-to-life; made-to-order, built-from scratch, 
~~~. ~~)~ 4 jecl~"[~i,~]B~It~"~J~~~~¥. ^~~~~ I ~;~i~~~I~ adj. ~･ p.p, ~~~);~ 
O free-for-all (< noun phr. 'free-for-all' = 'a competition, dispute, 
or fight open to all comers and usu. with no rules: BRAWL' -
MWCDI OL1880-85, Amer. - RHWCD]): The disputes are left for 
Reno to settle, which she does, but only afterfree-for*all senior 
staff meetings. ~TM, Dec. 15, '97, p.43 (nEkl~~~D6D ; A~~H~~;~~46D ; 
n L~l~;~'~;e:~~FcD)] /Yet, Beijing is clcarly reorienting its military doc-
trine in koeping with a less predictable, more free-for-all rivalry 
among nations. LTM, Apr. 12, '93, p.23] 
R honest-to-goodness (= 'real or genuine' - RHD): The debate has 
generated huge hype, but there has also been progress toward an 
h01~est-to-goodness product. [Forturte, Sept. 30, '96, p.133 (~c;~i 
6D, IE=~~ll~~,;~6D ;~c~cD)] 
(~~~) ~: tLi~ honest-to-God ~ ~ ¥ ~) ~J ~ ~]~ 
These new sites offer direct access to databases previously available 
only to travel agents, easy-to-use software, online guidebooks, and 
occasionally hor~est-to-goodrbess bargains available only on the In-
ternet. LForturte, Sept. 9, '96, p.125] 
~ ~ -~ l) ;~A~~~'~~'=.~~~l ~ ¥ ~tL;~ Attributive Adjective ( 55 ) 
Group-Compound-~~cl)~;~~~~~.'･~***.*.~~1~lj < ll> ()~~~) 
R soft-on-defense: Bill Clinton, eager to avoid being painted as 
another soft-on-defense Democrat, stayed quietly on Bush's heels 
during the fall campaign. LNW, Nov. 30, '92, p.29 (~~i~;~~'T~~~~~:ICE~~ 
~~;~~1)] 
~ hard-of-hearing (= 'of or relating to a defective but functional 
sense of hearing' - MWCDI o): It also provides consultation to 
deaf and hard-of-hearir~g people who want to study in the United 
States. [AEN, Dec. 13, '96, p.5(l~rcD~~~1, ~~~~i*CD)]/... an annual 
independent consurner trade show for the deaf and hard-of-hear-
irtg market held in California last month... [AEN, Dec. 13, '96, 
p.5] 
R tough-as-nails: (Jack) Palance won an Academy Award for his 
portrayal of a tough-as-nails cowboy... LAEN, Feb. 7, '96, p.3 
(~~-F~; iC ~7 7 t~~)] 
(~) tough-as-bullets: The tough-as-bullets strategy was in evidence 
again last week in Phoenix, Arizona, where 20,000 of the faithful 
converged for the N.R.A.'s annual convention and gun show. [T 
M, May 29 95 p 42 (~i~l*~~~*~)V¥ ~~:~i~t~) tough ~:~1~lt sun 
'. ~ ~ l~ gun ile i* I~~~~~~~ll leather nails steel' h~~:~)tL~~~ -'* 
show ~)~~~*~~~ ~ 'bullets ~:H~ LC rE~*~)~J ~:~~~~1 LC~¥~] 
O cool-under-pressure: Does it make it better or worse to know 
that Tiger is no spoiled brat, no tantrum waiting to happen, but 
rather a cool-urrderlpressure young man who adores his parents 
and finds time to hold golf clinics for underprivileged kids? LNW, 
Apr. 28, '97, p.53 (~Pl/ 'y ~/~r ~~:~4*'~4~!eJC~)7･･･~A~~t~-)] 
R true-to-1 ife (= 'Consistent with reality, realistically represented' 
- AHDI) : Holofcener has a wonderful breezy touch; she lets the 





















































































) ~f -~h l) ;~J~~~~~~~I~~l L ¥ ~tL;~ Attributive Adjective ( 59 ) 
Group-Compound-;~~)~~~~}~=.'･~**~~~l~U <ll> ()~?~) 
~ ¥)] /If there's one thing that has kept this bull market from swell-
ing into a ready-tolpop speculative bubble, it is the decade's aston-
ishing growth in corporate profits. LFortune. Apr. 13, '98, p.14 (Al' 
eC ~ i~ ~ eJ;~ ~ f~'-)] /That's what the computer industry calls hope-
ful promises offered in place of slow-to-materialize products, whe-
ther hardware or software. LTM, Dec. 11, '95, p.54 (~¥1)i*f~ ~C~ 
~r~=/4~U/~~ 1)] /. . . a deliberately contrived tale of well-to-dol 3) folks 
falling in and out of love. [NW, Dec. 23, '96, p.58B (= 'affluent, rich, 
prosperous')]/This issue is the first edition produced with a 
brighter, easier-to-read new design, amply illustrated and enhanc-
ed with a color cover. [AEN. July 23, '96, p.4 (-~;==~,*--L~~i~1)]/... 
tho filming of sure-to-be-classic episodes. [TM, Oct. 12, 98 p 54 
(1~i~!;~~LiCt~" ;~ ~ ~: i~ ~~ ~~~L It~" ~ ¥)] 
(2) <Adv. - to - V (root)> ~1 
SoorL-to-beTPublished research by a team. . . confirms that observa-
tion. [Fortune. Apr. 27, '98, p.239 (~~< /~;¥~!~~:tL~~~~E~cD)]/Chris-
tine Loh, a member of the soon-to-be-disbarrded Legislative Coun-
cil. LTM, June 9, '97, p.20 (~ ~t~" < ~~"~CT~~, ~ ~:Ict~~'OC~1;~)]/ 
Longtime staff rrLembers allege that budget padding, favoritism 
and futile never-to-be-read reports are all common. LNW, June 14, 
'93, p.31 (~~t LC~/]+'~L~~ tL;~ ~ ~: ~)t~L1)] / the soon to be autor~o 
mous town of Jericho. [TM, Feb. 17, '94, p.11 (~~~~~~~?A~l~[jlC1:~ 
ff~~~~~E~~))] /. . . a yet-to-emerge, but distinctively Asian, balance 
of power. LTM, Nov. 2, '92, p.2 (;~6D ~ ~~LLi~~~:~;~)]/Cf. 'never-to-
be-forgotten' 6D~1~lJ~~[11) OEDIC~~E~I;~; ~: tLC~ I ;~ . 
( 60 ) ~l~~7~,*~ ~~l2~~ (1999) 
'Type 8 : 'Adjective (Compar. ) + than + N (or Pronoun. V(-ed), Adj., 
etc. ) ' 
Ex. Iarger-thar~-life,faster-than-expected, Iess-thar~-ideal, slower-
thart-usual, Iou)er-than-expected, greer~er-than-thou, etc. 
Mark and the other Forturte suporstars are larger-than-life proof 
that no matter how spoctacular the ascent, Iife at the top is never 
comfortable. LForturte, Aug. 5, '96, p.44(= 'exceedingly imposing 
or impressive' - RHWCD; 'exaggerated in size, so as to seem 
more impressive' - OALD)]/Here is a big man, who dominated 
the Teamsters; a larger-thar~-life character. LAEN, Sept. 2, '93, p. 
12(~~~VJ~ ~)~~ ~1 ; iD~l~~tLt*･･)J/It (i.e., a FlexJet Learjet 60) was 
smooth, thanks to its abili.ty to cruise at higher-thar~-average alti-
tude. LForturte, Apr. 27, '98, p.247(I~i~1J; ~ ~:~1)]/The principals, 
on the other hand, felt they had done the best they could under less-
than-ideal circumstances. LAEN, Dec. 7, '93, p.5 (~~:~*~.ICI~i~~i~i~ 
~~)]/Late last year the value of all REITS Slid about 7 percont 
after two new issues sold at lou)er-than-expected prices. [NW, Mar. 
7, '94, p.33 (~~~*~~~T~n;~)]/But now he (i.e., A1 Gore) must sell 
an administration approach he once would havo callod too cautious 
- one that is sure to get hammered by the greener-thart-thou Eu-
ropeansl4) . LTM, Dec. 15, '97, p.40 (~~f~~~:IC~~~lr~IJL¥~:~~: < )]/ 
Glickman's statement seemed mild compared with the reaction in 
Moscow, where Russian intelligence officials could only roll their 
eyes at America's holier-than-thou hypocrisy. LTM, Mar. 7, '94, 
p.39 (= 'characterized by an attitude of superior sanctity' - OEDS; 
'Exhibiting an attitude of superior virtue; self-righteously pious' 















































































































) ~f - ~ IJ ;~~~~'='~~~~;~1 L ~ ~tL~ Attributive Ad jective Group-Compound-;~~)~:~1~."~*-~~:~l~lJ < ll> ()~~~) ( 65 ) 
strong demand. [NW, Dec. 23, '96, p.23 (H~~~~~;~i~)]/~ ... the 8.4 
million telecommuters out there today represent the fastest-grow-
ing portion of the u)orh-at-home set. LBusirtess Weeh, June 26, '95, 
p.48(~~~-~~~~~6D)] /O As the technology gets cheaper, he says, vir-
tual checkups could become as routine as pay-per-view programm-
ing. [NW, Feb. 27, '95, p.37 (~~~~r~4~~~~~i*~UcD)]/O Throughout, 
Aspin's thoughtful manner made for a difficult fit with the sr~ap-to-
it Pentagon. LTM, June 5, '95, p.15(~~~~~}c~:~:~~~) ~)] /R Bringing 
DEC's 50,000-plus employees into Compaq's win-at-all-costs cul-
ture will be anything but easy. [Forturte, May ll, '98, p.36 (~~~lj~~ 
'f~f~~ ;~ t*･･ ~) IC i~ ~iAJt~-~~~~ ~ ~1 ~~ ~) f~- ~1 ~~ ~ ¥ O t*･･)] /O Tho patont that 
had been approved was his, which covered melt-irt-the-mouth 
phentolamine pills but not the swallowed kind that Zonagen was 
now testing. [Forturte, Mar. 16, '98, p.74 (< 'melt in the mouth' ~~ 
~¥~ idiomICE~l~:. r~~}C~;~~~< t~-;~, ~~)ej~J)]/R As soon as a 
uthorities began to search DKB (i.e., Dai-ichi Kangyo Bank) of-
fices, the bank's top managers quit, displaying the rurt-for-cover 
instinct that makes companies vulnerable to extortionists like Koi-
ke in the first place. LTM, June 2, '97, p.23 (~~*'.~~lf~~~ LJ; ~ ~~ 
~)]/R . . . because of an inordinate fear that a go-for-growth poli-
cy would make a governrnent seern soft on inflation, and, by exten-
sion, the euro. [NW, June 9, '97, p.27 (~i~~:~i~~~~)]/R In Ger-
man.y, Kohl has plunged into a furious fight with the stich-to-the-
rules Bundesbank by moving to revalue the country's Gold reserves 
closer to a "market" price to add $10 billion to the federal coffers. 
LTM, June 9 97 p 40 (~!~UI*~t ~);~ i~~l~~~~~:~))] 
~~):JicD I~~~eC, 7~~~)'[~:~~]8~lf~" verbal phr. SC~1~;~~;~I~U~t~~~D U~, (II) 
(66) ~l~~~~~~-=**'-' ~~12~~ (1999) 
CD~7 4 ~Pe*~;~ ~ ~: iC Lt･･*~1 
R The new aircraft would use fly-by-wire technology, in which 
commands are transmitted by electrical wires which are cheaper, 
lighter, and less vulnerable than hydraulic lines; [TM, Jan. 25, '93, 
p.35 (7 ~ 4 /~~ 7 4 ~~~;~~:~~t~))]/R ..., the strength of the yen 
which has risen by 20% against the dollar since the start of the year, 
is now forcing even the most stich-ir~-the-mud companies to con-
sider shifting production abroad. LThe Economist, June 24, '95, 
"Survey": p.16(< 'to stick in the mud' ~~ ~~ ~ verbal phr. IC:~l~:. 
rl~~~t~~, f~;~f~P~rA~t~"J)] 
(ll) <V+NP> 
Vi~f~~~~"-'-'-'-･~~, NP~~~~cD~~~=･=~~lc~~~i~;~ J~ ~ t~=~7 4 y. ADnA~~.'~' ~~~~~~ 
tLt･･* ~CD ~/ji'f~- < t~-~¥. 
O "Chainsaw" Al Dunlap's brutal, tahe-rLo~prisoners approach to 
management thrills investors... LFortune, Sept. 30, '96, p.122(= 
'wholeheartedly aggressive; zealous; gung-ho' - RHWCD; r~f~] 
~: U t.-*J)] /an assertive and occasionally belligerent tahe-no-pris-
oners business style. LAEN, Jan. 1-0, '98, p.20]/R But the throng 
had a communist-style rertt-a-crowd atmosphere, and the reception 
fell short of rapturous. LTM, Nov. 25, '91, p.21 (~~t~IE~~~~~~~:~). Jl+ 
;~ h ~ A~)] /O Phones don't need v-chips; you don't accidentally 
tune in to a dial-aTPorn service on your celluar phone whilo loung-
ing with the kids in your den. [Forbes, Feb. 26, '96, p.14 (~~~~~T~~,~~1~~ 
~-~:';~IC1)~1C, 'dial a N cD~/~:~l~¥ rN~~~~~j~~i~ ~;~J ~)~~~~~~ 
i~~. 7~~cD~~l~ll ~[il ~;~J?~::)]/... they have already set up their own 





























(68 ) ~I~~~~~~ ~;12~~ (1999) 
over a successor regime. LAEN, July 12, '94, p.8(< verbal idiom 
'tough it out' ICE~l~:. r~~1~i;IC~f~~ ;~J)]/O Japanese people believe 
drinks with weird n~mes and even weirder contents are the best 
pich-me-up beverages around. LAEN, Oct. 12, '95, p.5 (;t~~~~il~~ 
~: ~~ ;~)] /O That's the conservative, play-it-safe side that haunts 
me before I fall asleep at night. LTM, Mar. 27, '95, p.46 ('f~~:~:~~j~CD, 
~~-~~~;^~-iE~;~))] /(~) A portable, put-it-in-yourTPocket device could 
be very interesting: LFortune, July 8, '96, p.29 (~~r ly h~~:CD)] 
* tL ~) 6D I~h~ IC, its sponsors' idealistic, drow-us-together goals, 
tho same throw-the-bums-out revulsion, Hong Kong's usual smash-
'em-up kung-fu fare, ~CDJ~l~U~~~5;~. 
(1), (II)~5J~C~(III)~)il)~)374~piC1)~11C~~]~U~:~7J~~1)AI LC~:t*-~~, I~~~*~~ 
c'~~+ iC, 'do-it-yourself' ~~l~: 'get-rich-quich' ~l6~;~l~U~tl, ii~~DLt*･･~1. 
(a): "Don't be a do-it-yourself investor just because somebody 
calls you up with the best names, or you red about them m For 
tune. " LFortur~e, Aug. 19, '96, p.88]/Complicating the merry-go-
round of do-it-yourself quotas and draft-it-yourself laws were 
allegations of using illegal nets, taking undersize fish and catch-
ing protected species. ~TM, Mar. 27, '95, p.19]/A thousand fans 
of Colin Powell wait in a line that snakes past a liquor store, a 
chicken takeout, aframe-it-yourself shop. LNW, Sept. 25, '95, p. 
15 (~~~1~,+~~~jC~~~~~~~CD)] /Supermarkets and discounters... 
have discovered that they, too, can attract haul-it-yourself cus-
tomers by selling basic commodities in big boxes. LFortune, May 
29, '95, p.62] 
(b): Charlos Givens, the get-rich-quich author, is spending half a 






































































































































































































( 76) El"~~7~-T ;~~12~~~ (1999) 
7 ) 'over the edge' = Insane, as in I thirth he's gone over the edge. 
This expression alludes to the edge of sanity. - Ammer (1997), 
op. cit., p.73. 
8 ) 'the (Capital) Beltway' iC~~¥Cl~, ~l) -~-;~ ･ ~P~;~~ (p.257) 
~~)~ ~l~~*~~~~'~~~"='~i*,f~~F~~~~~~~;~ (p.112). 
9 ) 'not-forTProfit' ~:~I ~~~J~fl~, 1~t~~:E~l~i~l970~F4L~iC nonprofit ~:}~ 
~A)~~'F~ U4¥*'1Llc:-~~~~i*t~ 1) ~ L3rd Barnhart p 348] 
10) dowr~ to the u)bre i*O~1C, "This term comes from horseracing, 
where it was long the practice to stretch a wire across and above 
the track at the finish line. It was extended to figurative -use about 
1900. " - Ammer (1997), op. cit., p.173. 
11) Ammer, AHDI, p.457. 
12) OEDS, vol.II. not, adv. ~~~,".*.. 
13) AHDI, p.157. 
14) NSOi~, 'well-to-do' ~) well cDQ~i~~~lCO~¥C, (adj. ) Lwell some-
times interpreted as the adv.J ~~f~~',-･･-･"-E LC~I ;~. ;~c~~l"~"*"~l~ adj. ~ L~ 
J~C1)~~1;~. 
15) "green" eC1)V1~ : Phythian, B.A. (1996). A Concise Dicti01~ary 
of New Words }c:7~~CD J~ ~ f~"~i~~~~~~ ;~. 
adj . concerned with conservation of the world's natural resources 
and the improvement of the environment. Also nour~ a person who 
is concerned about environmental issues; also verb to make (people) 
aware of ecological issues. (p.92). ~~cDi~~~ 'green ~~1~~~~cD~~ L~¥~~" 
16) Jespersen, Otto. MEG, part II. S 14.82. & S 14.82. (pp.352-3). 
17) Simpson, John. The Cor~cise OxfordDictionary ofProverbs. (1992) . 
Oxford: Oxford Univ. Pr. O, R~)~~i~ p.232, Ri~ pp.174-5. Oi~ 
p 195 Ol~ p 95 Oi~ p 206 Ri~ p 67~~~~B~ , . ~"" '***~. 
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